Reflected eye
Making brilliant videos for you

How it works
Taking the brief

We come and meet you, buy you a coffee or even a pint (we draw
the line at herbal tea), and discuss what you want a video or campaign to do for you. This is the time to discuss how you see the campaign in terms of a return on investment, and what key messages
you want to tell your existing customers, or potential new ones.

As part of your campaign or strategy, we don’t just look at the film or films. It is also important to discuss
how to distribute them so you make or save money equal and greater than the cost. Distribution is very important. Imagine playing the violin beautifully, but nobody ever hears it because you only ever play in the
bathroom! You want people to engage with your film and your brand, so you need bring it to their attention.

“Distribution is very important. Imagine playing the violin beautifully,
but nobody ever hears it because you only ever play in the bathroom!”
After we’ve sorted all that out, we go away and find ways of telling
your story, write up some ideas, pitch these to you and agree how
we are all going to work together. This is the fun bit from our point
of view, as making a creative film with a clever treatment that gets
the key messages across is what we enjoy doing, even if it keeps us
awake at night sometimes. It’s quite nice for you as well, as this is all
free and you get to say yes, no or maybe as many times as you like.

Pricing the job and finding the right crew.
OK we admit it, we quite like this bit too. So we have all agreed
on the concept, a rough script should now exist and we know
how many films you want, what length they’re going to be, how
we are going to produce, shoot and edit them, and we should all
now be clear on how they will be distributed. At this point we now
find the right cameraman for the job, and pencil him and his kit.
If we’re making a film about deep sea fishing we will go to one
our natural history types, if it’s a foodie film, then we know lots of
camera crew who shoot Masterchef and the Great British Bake Off.
If it’s in an observational documentary style then one of the camera operators who shoot One Born Every Minute fit the bill. You get the idea.

“If we’re making a film about deep sea fishing we will go to one our natural history types, if it’s a
foodie film, then we know lots of camera crew who shoot Masterchef and the Great British Bake
Off.”
The cameraman will hire a sound operator (someone who
knows how he works, and gets on with, given that they are
wired together for days at a time), who brings a mixer, radio
mics and a boom. We discuss how we will shoot the film with
our crew and send them a script. We agree prices on special
bits of kit, like tracks and steady cams which create smooth
shots for movement and perspective, jibs and helicopter cams
that create height and depth, and other specialist equipment
like underwater housing and lenses. All of this kit and the
people that operate it is what goes towards making your film
stand out visually, and tells your story in a manner that turns a
good idea into a beautiful film. There are no short cuts to that.
However, you don’t always have to throw bells and whistles at
every film, and it depends very much on what you are setting out
to achieve. We have made lots of different kinds of products and
campaigns, from £3 million projects that involve live studios and
satellite links to the South Pole, to three minute observational
documentary style films shot on farms that we shoot ourselves.
We price up the project, show you exactly what your money will
be spent on and make recommendations on what we think you
should pay for, and what is superfluous, what would be nice, and
what you simply have to have. We agree the budget, and charge
10% as our fee. We ask for a tranche of payment up front to cover
the costs of pre-production, crew and equipment hire as we never do a job without knowing we can pay our freelancers on time.

“We price up the project, show
you exactly what your money will be spent on and make
recommendations on what we
think you should pay for, and
what is superfluous”

Producing, shooting and editing your film
We are experienced producers and directors and will always look after the production and direct the films for
you. We will develop the concept, write scripts, cast the
film, find locations, direct and produce contributors, get
the best performance from presenters, voice over artists,
musicians and think about how every frame is going to
look and sound. We also edit the films and we price the
time we take to edit, a small amount for the edit equipment, and for the grade and dubbing the film. Grading is
when we take the pictures and enhance the colours so
the sun looks brighter, the landscapes greener, the dew
drops clearer and your employees even prettier. Dubbing
is the process of mixing the sounds with effects, music
and voice over so your film sounds as good as it looks.

“Grading is when we take the pictures
and enhance the colours so the sun
looks brighter, the dew drops clearer
and your employees even prettier.”

Viewings
You come and see the film at a stage we call the ‘rough cut’. It’s editorially
ready (so all your key messages are there), but it’s not been graded, all the
shots won’t be there, and it’s at the pre-mixed stage. Before we spend time
polishing it to make it seamless, we want to make sure you are happy with it
first so no-one’s time is wasted. You watch it as many times as you like, pass
it around via email if you want within your company and give us feedback. We
then re-edit, put all the pictures on and get a final sign off from you. We then
grade, dub and mix the film to perfection, and deliver it to you on a pre-agreed
date, ready for broadcast or distribution – we can help with all of that too!

“You watch it as many times as you like, pass it around
via email if you want within your company and give us
feedback.”
We hope this has de-mystified the production process for you, but if you have any further questions, please call us. We love talking about films, so answering your questions
is a pleasure and never an inconvenience.
All the best,

Reflected eye media ltd
www.reflected-eye-media.co.uk
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T: 01803 813466

